
 
 

MENTAL HEALTH SUPPORT 
PRACTICAL, EFFECTIVE AND NOW . . . FREE! 

Evenhood's range of  mental health support materials is free to use 
for everyone. Read any of  Evenhood’s books or other materials for 

free online. 

These are challenging times and it’s important that we all look after our mental health. To do its bit, 
Evenhood is offering you the full range of  its books, wellbeing journals, guides and evenhood cards 
for free.  

 

Evenhood offers a different approach to mental wellbeing by giving you some practical, effective 
and straightforward techniques to help you manage your wellbeing and strengthen your resilience. 

NEWS RELEASE
For Immediate Publication



Jonathan Phelan, founder of  Evenhood, says: 

“Evenhood challenges the belief  that the solution to mental 
health lies only in science, medicine and therapy. Your 

mental health is as much about your environment as it is 
about your mind. In the right environment for you, you feel 

comfortable, do well and can thrive. In more challenging 
environments you may struggle. 

You can fix your environment far more easily than you can fix your 
mind. And others find it easier to help too. If  you have the desire to 

improve your mental wellbeing, Evenhood gives you the tools to 
achieve this. 

I created Evenhood to help you have an easier journey to 
mental wellbeing. Given what we are all going through at 
the moment, I want to make everything Evenhood offers 

free and accessible to all.” 

Whatever your age, Evenhood’s support materials are all designed to help you identify the situations 
in life that have the biggest impact on your wellbeing. It then helps you choose from a range of  
techniques so that you can manage the situations that you find most challenging. 

Evenhood also helps you to more easily get support from other people, by shifting the conversation 
away from complex and emotional medical issues.  Instead, Evenhood promotes ‘mentally healthy 
conversations’ which focus on the practical, day-to-day things that other people can help with. 

Evenhood has opened up its full range of  support books, journals, guides and evenhood cards.  All 
are free to read online so that anyone can get support for their mental wellbeing. There are also 
materials that are free to download and print. 

* * * * * 

Notes for editors: 

1. Evenhood is a social enterprise whose purpose it is to help people manage their wellbeing, 
strengthen their resilience and have mentally healthy conversations. It was founded by Jonathan 
Phelan who is a wellbeing coach, an author and a mental health speaker & trainer. 

2. Jonathan founded Evenhood after the death of  his son Theo who was stillborn in 2010. This left 
him with the challenge of  learning how to manage his own wellbeing through post traumatic 
stress and depression. He also had to learn how to talk about his wellbeing with others. He 
started Evenhood with the aim of  making this journey easier for others. 

3. Through Evenhood, Jonathan provides wellbeing talks, resilience training and one-to-one 
wellbeing coaching. Evenhood works with universities, corporate workplaces and schools. 



4. Jonathan’s story of  how he discovered his Holy Grail of  how to have mentally healthy 
conversations is described in ‘The Art of  the Mentally Healthy Conversation’ published by 
Evenhood and available on the Evenhood website. 

5. Evenhood has also published ‘Boo-Bear’s Favourite Things’ to help primary school aged 
children explore the four essential elements of  a healthy mind and to focus on how they feel in 
different situations. 

6. ‘Be A More Resilient You!’ takes you through a 12 step programme to help you take control of  
your mental wellbeing by identifying the situations that have the biggest impact on your 
wellbeing. It provides a range of  techniques so that you can choose how to manage your 
wellbeing in your most challenging situations. 

7. The ‘Wellbeing & Resilience Workbook’ is designed for teenagers and young adults to help you 
develop mental toughness and succeed when starting out in life and establishing your 
independence. 

8. Evenhood’s ‘Wellbeing Journal’ enables you to track your wellbeing through regular self-
reflection and discover the environments that have the biggest impact on your mental health. 

9. The ‘Evenhood Card’ is a one page wellbeing plan that acts as a reminder of  the decisions you 
have made about how you choose to manage your wellbeing.  You can also share the Evenhood 
Card with other people to get their support. 

10. Jonathan Phelan can be reached on jonathan@evenhood.org and on 07843442816. 

http://www.evenhood.org/taotmhc
https://www.evenhood.org/boo-bear
https://www.evenhood.org/bamry
https://www.evenhood.org/activity-workbook
https://www.evenhood.org/wellbeing-journal
https://www.evenhood.org/evenhood-card
mailto:jonathan@evenhood.org
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